**Verse 1:**

Pretty Noose - Soundgarden

Intro Riffs:

2nd Guitar (when 1st guitar plays last F, pull off the bend)

1st Guitar: (Played like this. Notice only)

the 2nd time you play the riff will it be any

different.)

G A A# A#

- Soundgarden

Intro Riffs:

Pretty Noose

G A A# A#

Intro

1st Guitar: (Played like this. Notice only)

What you do:

And I don't...

G G B B B

What you do:

And I don't...

G G B B B

What you do:

And I don't...

Chorus Intro 2: (same Chords as first one)

 verte 1:

DM DM DM

What you do:

1st Guitar:

DM DM DM

What you do:

1st Guitar:

DM DM DM

What you do:

Chorus 2: (This time through, its played 4 times instead of 3)

DM DM DM

What you do:

2nd Guitar: (When 1st guitar goes on to 3rd riff)

Pretty Noose

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:

DM DM DM

What you do:
1st Guitar: (play solo over amount of time 2nd guitar plays chord =
I got ....
Common ... dirty ....
And ....
Chorus Intro 3: (Same as first except 2nd guitar has already played the =
D# A ....
Chorus End:
You can just play all these chords open, yay!
First chord progression.
Pretty ... pretty ... =20
Theres a little fill here before it goes into Chorus 3, it goes like =
D# Maj -3- (bar an open C Maj over 3 frets)
What you got ........
Chorus 3: (Same as chorus 2)
(And end with)
Outro:   (switch to a cleaner sound, and lightly and slowly strum these =
What you got ........
And I don't ...
What you ......
The end)
YAAAAHHH!    (we're done!)